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MANUSCRIPT PREPARATION

File format. Manuscript must be submitted in Microsoft Word documents and clearly mention the type of article.

Cover letter. Author must attach cover letter that inform to the editor about important research result, statement that the article is not being submitted or have been published in other journal and provide at least 3 (three) recommended reviewers including their email or website.

Submission. Manuscript and cover letter must be submitted electronically via the JEI site at: http://jurnal.pei-pusat.org

Cover letter could be placed in “Comments for the Editor” (step 1) and also upload through the menu “Upload Supplementary File” (step 4).

ARTICLE STRUCTURE

1. PAGE TITLE (1 single page)
2. ABSTRACT (including keywords)
3. INTRODUCTION
4. MATERIAL AND METHOD
5. RESULT
6. DISCUSSION
7. CONCLUSION
8. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT (if any)
9. REFERENCES
10. List of Tables
11. List of Figures
12. Supplementary materials (if any)

DESCRIPTION

PAGE TITLE
Page title consists of title of article, name of authors, institutional address of each author, correspondence author and running title. Manuscript title must be clear and short (maximum of 20 words). Please provide a short title (running head), with a maximum of 40 characters including spaces. Full name of authors should be followed by numbers and provided institutional address including city, zip code and country. Correspondence author must be marked with asterisk (*) after the name and provided telephone/fax and e-mail address.

ABSTRACT
A self-contained abstract, not exceeding 250 words, must be consisted of introduction sentences, research objective, methodology, result, discussion and conclusion. Keywords are consisted of 3-5 words. Provide italic format for species name (Latin name).
INTRODUCTION
Introduction consists of research background and provided with appropriate references and ended with research objective.

MATERIAL AND METHOD
Material and method must cover information about research location, research methodology and statistics (data analysis). Authors must clearly described the methodology in chronological order and provide sub-titles. Authors must state what statistical approaches were used in their analyses.

RESULT
Describe the research result. The same data should not be given in both tables and figures. We would also request that authors ensure a match between the tests used and figures provided in the text. Tables and figures must be placed after references and in different page. Title of table should be put above the table and title of figure in below of figure.

DISCUSSION
Discuss the important result and provide with appropriate references. Compare the research result with other published research. If needed, in the end of discussion could be provided the implication of result to related issues.

CONCLUSION
Conclude based on the research results and must be related to objectives or questions of research.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Provide acknowledgement for the research funding and also other persons who have contribution in the research.

REFERENCES
References must consist of at least 80% of primary references (journal articles) with some references are recently published in the last three years. In the running text, citations should be made as per the following examples. For up to two authors, give the surnames separated by ‘&’. For more than two authors, give the surname of the first author followed by ‘et al.’ As part of the sentence: Rizali (2013), or Akbar & Buchori (2012).
When in parentheses: (Rizali 2013, Akbar & Buchori 2012).
If the reference would require the same author abbreviation but different years: Buchori et al. (2012, 2016) or (Buchori et al., 2012, 2016).
The reference list should be in alphabetical order according to the author surnames. All authors’ names and the full title of the article must be included. Journal and periodical titles should be given in full.

We provided “reference style” for EndNote and Zotero that could be downloaded in the website.
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Author Fees
Authors are not required to pay an Article Submission Fee as part of the submission process to contribute to review costs.
If this paper is accepted for publication, you will be asked to pay an Article Publication Fee to cover publications costs. Publishing cost is Rp 2,000,000 (maximally 10 pages for each article) for non-member of PEI. There will be extra charges for extra pages Rp 150,000 per page.
If you are member of PEI, the publishing cost is Rp 1,250,000 (maximally 10 pages for each article) and for extra pages Rp 150,000 per page.
Additional fee for colour artwork: If there is colour artwork in your manuscript when it is accepted for publication, Jurnal Entomologi Indonesia require you to pay additional cost, Rp 300,000 per page, before your paper can be published.
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